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We want to start our first AMA by recognizing and saying a huge thanks to our amazing 
community! As you can see, the team is striving to deliver and to keep in close contact with 
its investors. The best proof is to make an AMA on the very first day after the launch of the 
project. Please keep this in mind when reading our answers.  

 
 

• What is the social media marketing plan for GEMS?  
 
The team has a comprehensive marketing plan prepared for this project that will ensure 
steady growth and not create pump and dump events. The team has been active on Twitter, 
Facebook and Reddit to get the word out there, shoulder to shoulder with the amazing 
SafeGem community. We are planning to contact quality social media influencers, that are 
known to present quality projects like ours, and we already reached out to one Twitter and 
Telegram influencer, and one YouTube influencer. There are several community members 
that are taking their part as well, ongoing communication is taking place with several TikTok 
influencers. 
 
On the long term, we are planning to reach out to heavy-weight TikTok-ers and YouTubers, 
but we are extremely open to the community's suggestions, since SafeGem is a true 
community-driven project. 
__________________________ 
 
 

• When we will see the price in trust wallet? 
 
The team is currently working on listing, but in order to see the price in Trust Wallet, first 
Coinmarketcap and Coingecko listings need to happen since that's where the data is fetched 
from. We already applied to Coingecko (check Twitter) and Coinmarketcap is coming. 
__________________________ 
 
 

• Could you run through the actual use case for this project? What makes us different? 
Why should we stand out? Why should investors invest with GEMS? 

 
Besides the actual scope of the project - that we'll detail below - we believe that there are a 
number of aspects that differentiate us from others and makes us stand out: 

- One of them are the safety measures. Since crypto is literally the wild west, we believe 
that it's extremely important that the people feel safe to invest in $GEMS. We have 
dedicated an entire section on our website and Litepaper only for this. 
 

- Another aspect is communication and transparency. The team literally didn't sleep just 
to be there for its growing community. We try to be as active and responsive as 
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possible everywhere, but to take an extra mile, we also included a section to our 
website called Latest News. We will always summarize the latest developments in that 
section, to always have a source of ultimate truth about the project. 

 
About the use case of the project. The team is extremely enthusiastic about all the new use 
cases the blockchain can offer. There are two main aspects that led us build this project: 
 

1. To create the actual GEM all crypto investors are looking for, but with all the SAFEty 
measures in place, that will ensure trust and stability 

2. The use of blockchain for undiscovered use cases. Nowadays, the blockchain is the one 
safe place where you know, once something is there, you can't take it back. What 
better use for that, than authenticating goods that have a high value because of their 
uniqueness and originality. Typically, these items are highly copied and falsified in a 
search for profits. Owners or potential buyers of precious stones will always want to 
make sure, that their (future) possession is the original one.   
 
Yes, when you purchase a precious stone, you receive a paper certificate of warranty, 
but paper is paper. Blockchain will never deceive you. The best use to authenticate 
something on the blockchain is called NFT - Non Fungible Token. We aim to create an 
exclusivist NFT marketplace, where precious stones can be authenticated. 

_________________________ 
 
 

• When do you expect to be listed on Coingecko and Coinmarketcap? 
 
We are currently focusing on the first listing we applied to: Blockfolio. We need to reach at 
least 1000 upvotes for us to be listed, we are currently at 754. The team also applied for 
Coingecko listing. Coinmarketcap application is coming as well.  
_________________________ 
 
 

• What're you currently doing and what're the next plans for marketing? 
 
Currently, the team is finalizing all security measures for the contract. We are setting up a 
custom multi-signature wallet (built from scratch by our genius dev) for our marketing wallet, 
while the other part of the team is taking care of all listings that need to be done, as well as 
rolling out our marketing plan and contacting various influencers to get the word out there. 
We are also currently working on future partnerships. 
 
We are planning to have at least one official audit for the contract as well. The team will put 
together a list of auditors and the community will choose the one we'll go with. We are here 
to follow our community's wishes. Plans for marketing already answered above. 
 
__________________________ 
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• Is there any other means of communication to community than the telegram? 

 
Certainly. While obviously the team is the easiest to reach on the telegram channel, we are 
very active on Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, but what really makes us stand out is our Latest 
News section on the website. We'll always post there all news, requests and announcements. 
__________________________ 
 
 

• When is the liquidity unlocked and what happens to it once that takes place.  
 
Currently, the liquidity is locked for 1 year. As stated on the website, we are planning to 
renounce ownership altogether, before the unlock ever happens. By renouncing ownership, 
the liquidity wallet loses its owner, so nobody ever has access to that anymore. 
__________________________ 
 
 

• I am very interested on the mobile app, can you give a brief vision on its purpose? 
 
Certainly. The mobile app 1st version’s functionality will be two-fold: 

1. It will serve as a digital wallet for all $GEMS holders 
 

2. It will have a Crypto-Education section. Since for us, safety and transparency are 
imperative, we do want to leave a SafeGem Legacy as well! Through our app we aim 
to educate people how to safely exist and invest in the DeFi space (e.g. how to find 
and identify rug-proof projects, what to look for when searching for a new gem token 
etc.) 

__________________________ 
 
 
Additional message from the team 
 
 
Since SafeGem will be a community-driven project, we do need the community's help and 
support. Since we are still building out our team (we literally launched 24 hours ago), we need 
talented people in several areas. If any one of you would like to contribute with your talent 
and skill to make a positive impact on this project's development, please contact us on 
Telegram, Twitter, Facebook and describe the key areas you can contribute to. We are 
currently in search for community moderators to cover all time zones, designer and obviously 
people with social media presence.  
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Thank you all! We do hope thar our answers are satisfying for the community, and we hope 
that you appreciate our efforts. Let's build an amazing project together that will outperform 
all other projects by making a difference! :) 
 
We also want to finish this AMA with a small surprise for our community to see that we are 
incredibly serious about this project. As of now, all dev wallets started to be locked. Here is 
the proof for the first two wallets, the rest is coming tonight! 
 
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=1&add=0x9861566FE839c341d9b4eb332FBBC
F57d921d2c5&type=tokenlock&chain=BSC 
 
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=1&add=0xAF8a841312d1Bc3c76BEa7dBD63c
D3A42626ff3f&type=tokenlock&chain=BSC 
 
__________________________ 
 
 
Thank you all! Love from the SafeGem team! 


